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Abstract—In Software-Defined Networking (SDN), monitoring
is an essential function to provide information about the network
and help the SDN controller to make network controlling
decisions. In-band Network Telemetry (INT) is a method that
can provide real-time, fine-grained, and end-to-end network
monitoring. INT works by embedding network information into
every packet. At the final switch in the path, INT extracts
network information into report packets and sends the reports to
a collector. However, the huge amount of data from INT requires
high processing capability of the collector.

We present the design and implementation of INTCollector, a
high performance collector for INT. We propose a mechanism
to extract important network information, called event, from
INT raw data. The mechanism filters network events, reduces
the number of metric values that need to be stored, reduces
CPU usage and storage cost while still ensuring to capture and
store all important network information. INTCollector has two
processing flows: a fast path to process INT report packets, and
a normal path to process events and store metric values into
a database. The fast path is accelerated by eXpress Data Path
(XDP) - a Linux in-kernel fast packet processing framework.
Our calculation shows that event detection can massively reduce
the amount of data need to be stored (two to three orders
of magnitude in our test scenario). The evaluation shows that
INTCollector can process INT reports at the rate of 1.2 Mpps
with 8% of CPU when running with software NIC. We expect
better result can be achieved with XDP supported hardware
NICs.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Monitoring is an important function in any networking
systems, especially in Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
[1]. In SDN, the control plane and the data plane are separated:
the data plane forwards the packets between nodes; the control
plane controls the data plane through a standard south-bound
protocol, such as OpenFlow [2]. The control plane is usually
a logically centralized SDN controller. To control the network
efficiently and ensure that the network operates smoothly in an
optimal way, the controller needs to have information about
the network state. This information (e.g., link utilization) is
essential for the controller to make suitable decisions (e.g.,
traffic engineering). Monitoring also helps to troubleshoot the
problems in the network, such as failures in links or switches.
Monitoring thus becomes an essential function in any SDN
networking systems. Furthermore, the information needs to
be real-time, fine-grained, and provide global visibility of the
network.

Among many available methods to monitor an SDN net-
work, In-band Network Telemetry (INT) [3] has many ad-
vantages. INT attaches network information (e.g., switch ID,
hop latency, or link utilization) to every packet at every
switch in the path. At the final switch before reaching the
destination (sink switch in INT), the INT telemetry report
packet, which carries the INT information, is created and sent
to an INT collector. In this way, INT can provide real-time,
end-to-end network information, with packet-level granularity.
Also, INT works directly at the data plane and does not
require the involvement of the control plane at the running
phase. However, packet-level monitoring can produce very
high report rate (the number of INT report packets sent to
the collector). Even with techniques to reduce the number of
reports, such as monitoring only targeted flows, the report rate
can easily get to millions of packet per second [4]. Thus, there
is a need for a high-performance collector to process INT
telemetry reports.

In this paper, we present the design and implementation of
INTCollector - a high-performance collector for INT. We de-
fine INT metrics of network information, propose a mechanism
to extract important network information, which we called
event, from INT telemetry reports. The information is then
stored in a time-series database. The mechanism filters only
network events (such as new flow, or significant change of hop
latency), thus helps reduce CPU usage and storage cost, while
still guaranteeing that the important information is captured
and stored. From our calculation, INTCollector can reduce the
amount of data need to be stored by two or three orders of
magnitude. We split INTCollector into two processing paths:
a fast path to process INT report packets, and a normal path
to process events and store data into a database. We then
accelerate the fast path with eXpress Data Path (XDP) [5] - an
in-kernel fast packet processing framework. In our evaluation,
we run INTCollector in a Virtual Machine (VM) and send INT
reports to the VM via virtio-net software NIC. INTCollector
can process INT report packets at the rate of 1.2 Mpps with
8% of CPU usage. We expect that INTCollector can achieve
better throughput with an XDP-supported hardware NICs.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we provide literature of techniques for network
monitoring, fast packet processing, and discuss other work
about collector for INT. We present the detailed design and
implementation of INTCollector in Section III and Section
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IV, respectively. Section V shows the evaluation results of
INTCollector in various aspects. Finally, Section VI concludes
this paper.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we survey various techniques to monitor a
network and show that INT is superior to the other methods.
Then, we explain how XDP work and how it can improve the
performance of INTCollector. Finally, we survey related work
about collectors for INT.

A. Network monitoring

NetFlow [6] and SFlow [7] are two traditional methods that
have been widely used for many years. NetFlow captures the
information of the flows when they pass through switches, and
then aggregate the data. NetFlow requires additional memory
and workload on the switch CPU to extract and process flow
information. In addition, to obtain report data, a monitoring
center needs to perform polling on the switches. Because
the period for exporting NetFlow data is long (e.g., 15 s),
NetFlow is not well suited for real-time monitoring. Sample
Flow (SFlow) samples the packet flows passing through the
switches. SFlow takes a sample once every n packets, with
the configurable sampling rate n. The sampled packet can
then be sent immediately to a monitoring probe for further
analysis. SFlow requires little additional CPU and memory on
switches, but has a disadvantage with regard to accuracy. The
sampling method might miss network events, such as spikes
or anomalies, or be unable to detect small flows.

With the rapid development of SDN, new monitoring
methods for SDN environment have recently been intro-
duced. Many of these are based on OpenFlow, the de-facto
SDN protocol. FlowSense [8] uses OpenFlow PacketIn and
FlowRemoved messages sent from switches to a controller
to report the network state. FlowSense has low overhead,
but it is not able to do real-time and accurate monitoring.
OpenNetMon [9] polls the switches to get information, with
an adaptive polling rate: the rate increases when flow rate
changes rapidly, and decreases when they stabilize to minimize
the number of queries. Adaptive polling provides reasonable
accuracy while maintaining low CPU overhead. However,
because OpenNetMon polls only the edge switches, it does
not provide information regarding intermediate switches and
lacks a complete view of the network state. OpenSample [10]
is another monitoring framework that use packet sampling.
OpenSample’s use cases focus on traffic engineering because it
can quickly detect elephant flows and estimate link utilization.

In large and high-speed networks, these above monitoring
systems are unable to provide real-time, fine-grained, and end-
to-end network information. Also, there are cases where we
needs packet-level monitoring [4, 11], such as debugging in
multipath routing environment, or debugging faulty interfaces
that only affect a specific group of packets with the same char-
acteristics. In-band Network Telemetry is recently proposed to
solve these problems, and quickly gains attention.
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Fig. 1. INT working process

B. In-band Network Telemetry

In-band Network Telemetry (INT) [3] is a monitoring tech-
nique designed to collect and report network states directly
from the data plane. In every switch in the flow path, INT
attaches the information to the packets that pass through
the switches (Fig. 1). At the final switch (sink switch), the
information is extracted, encapsulated inside a report packet
called telemetry report [12], and then sent to a collector. The
information can be any data provided by the switches, such as
timestamp, hop latency, or link utilization. INT parameters,
such as which information to collect, are included in the
INT header as telemetry instruction. Usually, the telemetry
instructions are controlled by a central controller. The structure
of INT report packet and other information of INT can be
found in the specification [13].

Compared to the monitoring methods mentioned above, INT
can provide real-time, fine-grained, and end-to-end network
monitoring. INT enables many advanced applications such
as network troubleshooting, advanced congestion control, ad-
vanced routing, or network data plane verification [13]. INT
performs all the monitoring function in the data plane, thus
the network with INT enabled should still be able to run at
full line-rate. Usually, INT is implemented with programmable
data plane, which means network functions (switches) can be
re-programmed. Several INT implementations have been done
recently [3, 14, 15].

C. Collectors for INT

IntMon [14] focuses on INT implementation in the data
plane and INT controller services in Open Networking Op-
erating System (ONOS) [16] controller, but also provides a
simple collector for INT reports. IntMon collector does not
store historical data, so we cannot query the history of network
information later. Also, IntMon collector is implemented as an
ONOS application, thus has low processing rate (will be shown
in the evaluation) and limited scalability.

Prometheus INT exporter [17] is another collector for INT.
For every INT report packet, Prometheus INT exporter ex-
tracts network information into metrics and pushes the metric
values to a gateway. A central Prometheus database server
then scrapes the latest data from the gateway periodically.
Prometheus INT exporter has two problems. Firstly, it has high



overhead of processing and sending the data to the gateway for
every INT report. Secondly, even though the gateway helps to
temporary store short-lived information, Prometheus database
only stores latest data from the gateways for each scrape, thus
may lose network events.

D. eXpress Data Path

eXpress Data Path (XDP) [5] is a kernel framework that
allows doing packet processing inside the kernel. Unlike kernel
modules, which can affect the kernel stability, XDP is safe
and secure for the kernel. To achieve high throughput, XDP
programs immediately process the packets right after they
arrive at the NIC, thus avoid the cost of kernel networking
stack processing and kernel-user space switching. XDP can get
to 10 Mpps forwarding rate and 20 Mpps for packet dropping
[18].

Beside XDP, there are also other frameworks for fast
packet processing, such as DPDK [19]. However, compared to
DPDK, XDP has several advantages: XDP does not requires
dedicated CPU for packet polling, so we have additional CPU
resource for INT processing; XDP does not require allocating
large pages; XDP can work in conjunction with the kernel
networking stack; and XDP does not require special hardware
NICs with supported drivers (however, XDP requires hardware
NICs with XDP-supported drivers for higher performance).

XDP has limitations. To ensure the safety of the kernel,
XDP programs have restricted programming capability. For
example, the total number of instructions is limited. Thus,
XDP should only be used for tasks that are simple but
require to be done fast. We solve this problem by partitioning
INTCollector into a normal path and a fast path, with the fast
path can be run as an XDP program (Section III).

III. DESIGN

A. INTCollector architecture
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Fig. 2. SDN network with INTCollector

INTCollector is designed as one component in a com-
plete SDN system (Fig. 2). The SDN controller controls the
behaviors of the network, such as packet forwarding. The
network needs to support INT monitoring, and INT data
are sent to INTCollector in the form of telemetry report.
The collector processes INT data, extracts and filters useful

network information into INT metric values, then stores them
into a database. Finally, the SDN controller can query network
information from the database, and use the information to
understand and control the network. We have developed an
actual system [20] like Fig. 2 has shown, but the details is out
of the scope of this work.

The architecture of INTCollector is presented in Fig. 3. The
rest of this section explains how INTCollector works in detail.
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Fig. 3. INTCollector architecture

B. Processing flows

INTCollector has two processing paths: a normal path and a
fast path. The fast path processes INT reports and needs to run
for every new INT telemetry report. Thus, the fast path needs
to be done very quickly. The normal path processes events
sent from the fast path, and stores INT metric values to the
database. The normal path also needs to be done efficiently,
but not as urgent as the fast path.

In the fast path, INT telemetry report packets from INT data
plane are first passed to INT parser. INT parser deserializes
the packet structure to get INT header and data. Next, Event
detector converts INT data into network metric values, and
detects the network events (Section III-D) by comparing with
the last values stored in the Info tables. The network events
(if any) are then sent to the normal path. Finally, the latest
metric values are stored in the Info tables (Section III-C).

In the normal path, Event processor processes network
events that are sent from the fast path, then sends the metric
values to Exporter. Exporter gets metric values from Event
processor and the tables from the fast path, then sends these
values to the database, which can be the local database or
remote database.

We split INTCollector into the fast path and the normal path
for easy implementation and optimization. The fast path can
be implemented in a low-level language (such as C language),
and we can apply some acceleration techniques for the fast
path (such as XDP in our implementation). The normal path



can be written in a high-level language (such as Python) for
easy processing and interacting with the remote database.

C. Metrics

Metrics represent network information. We cannot just store
INT raw data, which is defined for doing INT function in
the data plane, not for easy processing and querying in a
database. Instead, we need to convert INT data into more
meaningful metrics. In INTCollector, we define a metric with
metric key and metric value. A metric key is a tuple of (IDs,
measurement), or (ids, m). The IDs is a tuple of one or
several characteristics of flows, networks or switches that do
not change with time (e.g., a tuple of switch ID = 2 and egress
port ID = 1). The measurement is the measurement that we
want to know and its value changes with time (e.g., switch ID
and egress port ID identify a network link, and the utilization
of this link is a measurement that changes over time). A metric
value is the value of a measurement of one metric key at one
time point. For example, hop latency of (sw id = 4, queue id
= 1) is 1.2 ms at the time point of 10 s.

The metrics can be divided into three types:
• Flow metrics: the metric with the value depending on

the flow identification and the timestamp. For example,
flow path, and end-to-end flow latency can be classified
as flow metrics.

• Switch metrics: the metric with the value depending on
the identification of the switch or switch components,
and the timestamp. For example, queue occupancy, queue
congestion, and link utilization are switch metrics.

• Flow-switch metrics: the metric with the value de-
pending on the identification of both the flow and the
switch/switch components, and the timestamp. For ex-
ample, flow per-hop latency can be classified as a flow-
switch metric.

INT specification [13] define total nine fields of INT data:
four identification fields (switch ID, ingress-egress port ID,
and queue ID), one time field (timestamp), and four measure-
ments (hop latency, queue occupancy, queue congestion, and
link utilization). From these nine fields, we extract six metrics,
(Table I). Note that 5-tuple is the combination of source /
destination IPs, source / destination ports, and protocol.

TABLE I
INT METRICS

IDs Measurement

<5-tuple>
Flow path
Flow latency

<5-tuple + sw id> Flow per-hop latency

<sw id, queue id>
Queue occupancy
Queue congestion

<sw id, egress id> Link utilization

D. Event detection mechanism

Event detector helps detect network events from INT re-
ports. INT produces very fine-grained network information

(packet-level granularity, the information is attached to every
packet and reported to the collector). Most of the time, the data
of several consecutive INT report packets can be the same
(e.g., hop latency of a port in a switch may keep the same
or change very little in several consecutive INT reports). In
most case, it is unnecessary to store network metrics for every
INT reports. We usually care about important information
changes in the network, such as new flow, path change, hop
latency increases too much (which may indicate congestion).
Event detection filters only important network events, helps
reduce the number of metric values that need to be stored,
thus reduces the storage cost and the CPU usage in both
INTCollector and the database server.

We define an event as INT data that contains a new metric
key or significant value change of an existing metric value.
Let M be the set of all (IDs,measurement) or (ids,m)
existing in the Collector. Let Vids,m(t) be the metric value of
(ids,m) at time point t. In INTCollector, a new event happens
when at least one of the following conditions happens:

• There is a new (ids,m) /∈M . For example, a new flow
generates events for flow path, flow latency, and flow per-
hop latency.

• ∃(ids,m) ∈M so that new Vids,m(t2) changes signifi-
cantly compared to Vids,m(t1), with t2 > t1. Usually, t2
is the timestamp of the new INT report, and t1 is the old
timestamp. For example, hop latency of (switch 1, port
2) increases significantly, which generates an event.

Time
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event (significant change) upper bound
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Fig. 4. New events when metric value changes significantly

To define “change significantly”, we compare the difference
between the new value and the last value. If the difference is
higher than a threshold, a new event occurs. Let T (m) be the
threshold for the measurement m. An event is generated when
|Vids,m(t2)−Vids,m(t1)| > T (m), with t2 > t1, and |x−y| is
the absolute value of x−y. Fig. 4 shows an example of events
generated when the metric value changed. The first event is
new key event, and the next three are significant change events.

Using threshold for event detection can massively reduce the
amount of data to be stored in the database, with the accuracy
trade-off. With a smaller threshold T , we have more accurate
metric values and can detect more value changes, but at the
cost of more events and a higher number of metric values to be
stored. With a bigger threshold, we can reduce the number of
events and metric values, but the measurement is less accurate.

The point of event detection is to monitor and store not all
network information, but only changes that are important. For



example, with hop latency, sudden changes may indicate micro
traffic bursts, which should be captured; gradually increase or
decrease may indicate the change of traffic throughput, which
should also be captured; but small fluctuations usually have no
significant meaning and can be safely (also should be) ignored.
Also, with threshold detection method, even without any new
events, we still know the upper bound and lower bound of the
metric value (e.g., when the last hop latency is 130, threshold
is 40, and there is no new data, we still know that either the
current hop latency is between 130± 40), or the metric does
not exist anymore. These two situations can be differentiated
by periodically pushing metric values (Section III-E1).

E. Exporter and Database

1) Exporter: Exporter establishes the connection with the
database and sends the metric values to the database period-
ically or when a new event happens. With the help of Event
detection, we can relax the time period for sending metric
values to the database.

Exporter updates metric values to the database periodically
because of two reasons: to update the live status of metrics
(especially for flow and flow-switch metrics), and to update
the newest value even when there is no network event. When
there is no event of a metric sent to the database, we do not
know whether the metric is still existing or not. Periodically
sending data to the database can help to check the live status
of the metric.

2) Database selection: The database is where we store
historical INT metric values. SDN controller can query net-
work information from the database. The database should
support high write throughput because we expect multiple
instances of INTCollector can send data to the same database
instance. Because INT metrics have their own timestamp and
INTCollector needs to push event data, the database should
support custom timestamp and push mechanism. There are two
methods for sending data from the collector to the database:
pushing, and pulling. Pushing means the INTCollector can
push the data to the database whenever it wants. Pulling
means the database decides when to get the information by
sending a request to INTCollector to retrieve the data. From
the database’s view, pulling method is easier to implement
and more robust. However, because INTCollector uses event
detection, a pushing-supported database is more suitable.

With all the above needs, we chose InfluxDB [21] for INT-
Collector. InfluxDB is a high-performance time-series database
which supports pushing and custom timestamp. InfluxDB also
provides rich extensions, such as Alert and GUI.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

We made our implementation open-sourced. 1

A. Fast path

The INTCollector fast path is implemented in C language,
and accelerated by XDP for higher performance (Fig. 5). The
fast path XDP program is attached to one or several NICs

1 https://gitlab.com/tunv_ebpf/BPFCollector

that receive INT report packets. XDP also has a channel to
communicate with the normal path in the user space.

Driver
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Fig. 5. INTCollector with XDP

There is another option to implement the fast path: in the
sink switch. It is possible to implement a data plane function
to extract INT data and filter network events in the switches by
using programmable data plane such as P4 [22]. This approach
can produce the highest throughput and ensure the line-rate
speed. However, there are several problems with this approach:
the in-switch resources are limited and need to be shared with
other functions; the switch - collector connection protocol is
UDP [12], which can cause loss of important information;
it is hard to upgrade the algorithm because of the resource
constraint; and it is hard to monitor the live-status of the
metrics.
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Fig. 6. INTCollector parser sequence

In our current implementation, INTCollector only supports
IPv4 with INT inside TCP/UDP (Fig. 6). INT telemetry report
encapsulates INT report (Inner) inside a UDP packet (Outer).
The first parser phase deserializes the outer header. If the
classification does not match, the packet is not a telemetry
report and potentially belongs to another application; thus
the packet is passed. In the inner parsing phase, if there
is any unmatched classification (which means packet error),
the packet is dropped. The detailed report format can be
found in the specification [12, 13]. INTCollector supports both
specification v0.5 and v1.0 for INT and telemetry report.

B. Normal path

The normal path is implemented in Python for easy imple-
mentation and interaction with the remote database. We use
BPF Compiler Collection (BCC) [23] to connect with the fast
path and manage fast path XDP program. The implementation



Fig. 7. InfluxDB example for queue occupancy

of the normal path also depends on the selection of the
database.

For the database, INTCollector has main support for In-
fluxDB. Because InfluxDB only supports one dimension
(timestamp) data, we need to combine the metric key and
measurement (Fig. 7). We use Grafana [24] as the GUI to
access and analyze the network metrics. INTCollector also has
partial support for Prometheus, but without the event detection
(because Prometheus use pulling method), which can result in
losing important network information.

V. EVALUATION

In this section, we first evaluate the accuracy and efficiency
of event detection. Then, we compare the performance of
INTCollector versus other collectors and versus itself when
disabling event detection. Next, we see how INT report
characteristics (the number of metric values, the number of
hop in the flow path, the frequency of network events, and
the selection of INT fields) affects INTCollector. Finally, we
discuss the limitations of our work.

A. Experiment setup

We set up the system to evaluate INTCollector (Fig. 8).
The host machine uses Intel Core I5 3570 CPU, 12GB DDR3
RAM and runs Ubuntu 18.04 64 bit with kernel v4.15. Each
Virtual Machine (VM) has one vCPU core with 2GB RAM,
and also runs Ubuntu 18.04 64 bit with kernel v4.15. VMs are
accelerated by Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM).
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Ubuntu 18.04 

VM1-KVM 
Ubuntu 18.04 
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Fig. 8. Experiment setup

Most of the tests are conducted as follow (any differences
will be mentioned in the details of each test). Firstly, INT
telemetry report packets, which are stored in the INT report
file, are sent to the VM1 over the TAP interface by using a
packet replay tool such as Tcpreplay [25]. INT reports con-
tain only new-key events and no significantly-changed event
(except the event rate test in Section V-D). We developed a

dedicated Python program to generate custom INT reports that
suit the purpose of each test. Then, the collector (INTCollector,
IntMon Collector, or Prometheus INT exporter) listens to INT
report packets in VM1, processes the reports, then writes the
metric values to the database server, which is hosted in VM2.
We measure the average CPU usage in three minutes of the
VM1. In addition, we can use GUI tool (such as Grafana) to
query and analyze the metric values from the database.

In our test, we use vhost-net and virtio-net (with multi-
queue enabled) to accelerate the network in the host and guest
sides, respectively. We also use huge page setup for VM1-
KVM. Even with that, Tcpreplay and virtio-net are still the
bottleneck points. We expect to set up better test with high
throughput hardware NICs in the future work.

B. Event detection

1) Effect of threshold value: We compare the hop latency
values detected by INTCollector with the known hop latency
from INT report packets. We use both low report rate (10 pps)
and high report rate (1 Mpps) and get the same results. We
use two values of threshold: 40 ns and 20 ns (Fig. 9).

In both cases, the event detection works as expected.
When the event happens, INTCollector provides the actual
hop latency. During the period when the event does not
occur, INTCollector guarantees that the hop latency is always
between the upper bound line and lower bound line. When the
threshold is 40 ns, Mean Square Error (MSE) of the measured
latency is 16.0 ns, and the number of events is 29. When the
threshold is 20 ns, we have more accurate latency: MSE is
7.3 ns, smaller changes are also detected; but the number of
event is higher (54 events), which means higher CPU usage
and higher number of metric values to store.

The suitable threshold can vary and depend on several
factors: the type of metric, the granularity needed, the char-
acteristic of the network, etc. To get a suitable threshold, the
user can first set the threshold to a low value, then monitor
the events detected. If there are too many unnecessary events
(e.g., caused by random fluctuation), the user can increase the
threshold. If there is no event detected and the user wants
better granularity, the user can decrease threshold.

2) Number of metric values: We calculate the number of
metric values that needs to be stored. Let R be the average INT
report rate (in Mpps), k the average metric values in one INT
report, K the total number of metric keys, T the monitoring
time (in second), and E the average number of events per
second. In the naive approach where all INT report data are
stored, the number of metric values is Mall = R×T×k×106.
In INTCollector, the number of metric values is Mevent =
(E + K

P ) × T , where P is the periodically push period (in
second).

To easily see how many metric values need to be stored for
each case, we consider a fat-tree network with 20 switches,
each switch has 4 ports; there are 5000 flows which are spread
all the network, the average flow path is 5 hops; all 9 INT fields
are monitored, and the INT report rate R is 1 Mpps. Then, the
number of metric values for each INT report is k = 22 (1 for



Input latencyLatency (ran_ns)Latency measured (40)Upper bound (40)Lower bound (40)Event and metric store (40)Latency measured (20)Upper bound (20)Lower bound (20)Event and metric store (20)Latency measured (disable threshold)Event and metric store (disable threshold)
1 200 244 200 240 160 120 200 220 180 120 200 120
2 202 261 200 240 160 200 220 180 202 120
3 196 266 200 240 160 200 220 180 196 120
4 223 268 200 240 160 223 243 203 120 223 120
5 212 261 200 240 160 223 243 203 212 120
6 215 251 200 240 160 223 243 203 215 120
7 198 270 200 240 160 198 218 178 120 198 120
8 218 258 200 240 160 198 218 178 218 120
9 186 291 200 240 160 198 218 178 186 120

10 186 294 200 240 160 198 218 178 186 120
11 202 341 200 240 160 198 218 178 202 120
12 186 293 200 240 160 198 218 178 186 120
13 202 328 200 240 160 198 218 178 202 120
14 221 282 200 240 160 221 241 201 120 221 120
15 185 308 200 240 160 185 205 165 120 185 120
16 225 350 200 240 160 225 245 205 120 225 120
17 186 233 200 240 160 186 206 166 120 186 120
18 269 337 269 309 229 120 269 289 249 120 269 120
19 211 320 211 251 171 120 211 231 191 120 211 120
20 196 349 211 251 171 211 231 191 196 120
21 252 252 252 292 212 120 252 272 232 120 252 120
22 239 239 252 292 212 252 272 232 239 120
23 193 259 193 233 153 120 193 213 173 120 193 120
24 209 285 193 233 153 193 213 173 209 120
25 235 300 235 275 195 120 235 255 215 120 235 120
26 192 292 192 232 152 120 192 212 172 120 192 120
27 756 811 756 796 716 120 756 776 736 120 756 120
28 465 538 465 505 425 120 465 485 445 120 465 120
29 488 544 465 505 425 488 508 468 120 488 120
30 484 528 465 505 425 488 508 468 484 120
31 490 515 465 505 425 488 508 468 490 120
32 452 523 465 505 425 452 472 432 120 452 120
33 438 520 465 505 425 452 472 432 438 120
34 483 507 465 505 425 483 503 463 120 483 120
35 448 520 465 505 425 448 468 428 120 448 120
36 439 540 465 505 425 448 468 428 439 120
37 439 508 465 505 425 448 468 428 439 120
38 465 499 465 505 425 448 468 428 465 120
39 458 491 465 505 425 448 468 428 458 120
40 351 283 351 391 311 120 351 371 331 120 351 120
41 249 274 249 289 209 120 249 269 229 120 249 120
42 213 259 249 289 209 213 233 193 120 213 120
43 249 271 249 289 209 249 269 229 120 249 120
44 213 273 249 289 209 213 233 193 120 213 120
45 186 270 186 226 146 120 186 206 166 120 186 120
46 187 258 186 226 146 186 206 166 187 120
47 199 289 186 226 146 186 206 166 199 120
48 245 231 245 285 205 120 245 265 225 120 245 120
49 206 255 245 285 205 206 226 186 120 206 120
50 199 267 199 239 159 120 206 226 186 199 120
51 225 300 199 239 159 206 226 186 225 120
52 398 419 398 438 358 120 398 418 378 120 398 120
53 233 243 233 273 193 120 233 253 213 120 233 120
54 300 298 300 340 260 120 300 320 280 120 300 120
55 241 272 241 281 201 120 241 261 221 120 241 120
56 205 245 241 281 201 205 225 185 120 205 120
57 199 275 199 239 159 120 205 225 185 199 120
58 248 242 248 288 208 120 248 268 228 120 248 120
59 215 231 248 288 208 215 235 195 120 215 120
60 234 263 248 288 208 215 235 195 234 120
61 226 288 248 288 208 215 235 195 226 120
62 239 243 248 288 208 239 259 219 120 239 120
63 193 286 193 233 153 120 193 213 173 120 193 120
64 193 239 193 233 153 193 213 173 193 120
65 185 278 193 233 153 193 213 173 185 120
66 203 278 193 233 153 193 213 173 203 120
67 186 237 193 233 153 193 213 173 186 120
68 190 237 193 233 153 193 213 173 190 120
69 185 291 193 233 153 193 213 173 185 120
70 184 287 193 233 153 193 213 173 184 120
71 246 273 246 286 206 120 246 266 226 120 246 120
72 218 243 246 286 206 218 238 198 120 218 120
73 182 271 182 222 142 120 182 202 162 120 182 120
74 234 258 234 274 194 120 234 254 214 120 234 120
75 229 263 234 274 194 234 254 214 229 120
76 249 240 234 274 194 234 254 214 249 120
77 209 234 234 274 194 209 229 189 120 209 120
78 247 267 234 274 194 247 267 227 120 247 120
79 250 283 234 274 194 247 267 227 250 120
80 195 247 234 274 194 195 215 175 120 195 120
81 201 267 234 274 194 195 215 175 201 120
82 239 269 234 274 194 239 259 219 120 239 120
83 222 300 234 274 194 239 259 219 222 120
84 234 272 234 274 194 239 259 219 234 120
85 272 211 234 274 194 272 292 252 120 272 120
86 247 299 234 274 194 247 267 227 120 247 120
87 213 242 234 274 194 213 233 193 120 213 120
88 171 248 171 211 131 120 171 191 151 120 171 120
89 182 263 171 211 131 171 191 151 182 120
90 239 291 239 279 199 120 239 259 219 120 239 120
91 174 238 174 214 134 120 174 194 154 120 174 120
92 832 901 832 872 792 120 832 852 812 120 832 120
93 224 251 224 264 184 120 224 244 204 120 224 120
94 234 262 224 264 184 224 244 204 234 120
95 238 246 224 264 184 224 244 204 238 120
96 230 289 224 264 184 224 244 204 230 120
97 238 234 224 264 184 224 244 204 238 120
98 192 297 224 264 184 192 212 172 120 192 120
99 222 261 224 264 184 222 242 202 120 222 120

100 232 257 224 264 184 222 242 202 232 120
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Fig. 9. Event detection for hop latency with different threshold

flow path, 1 for flow latency, 5 for each of flow per-hop latency,
queue occupancy, queue congestion, and link utilization), the
total number of metric keys is K = 110240 ( 5000 for flow
path, 5000 for flow latency, 100000 for flow per-hop latency,
80 for each of queue occupancy, queue congestion, and link
utilization). Assuming the periodically push period is P = 10
s, we have:

Mall

Mevent
=

1× 22× T × 106

100 + 110240
10 × T

=
22000000

E + 11024

Assume that E = 1000, then Mall

Mevent
= 1830, which means

event detection reduces the number of metric values by more
than 1800 times. With E = 10000, event detection reduces the
number of metric values by 1000 times. Even with E = 50000,
which we consider very high, event detection still reduce the
number of metric values by 360 times.

3) Memory cost: In term of in-memory cost, event detec-
tion need to stores the latest metric values in in-memory hash
tables. The tables can handle millions of entries. For example,
to store flow latency, INTCollector uses a hash table with 13-
byte key size (the size of 5-tuple) and 8-byte value size (32 bits
for latency value, and 32 bit for latest timestamp). Thus, 21
MB RAM can store 1 million entries for flow latency (actual
memory footprint is a little bit larger due to data alignment).

C. Performance comparison

1) INTCollector vs. others: For this test, we run IntMon
collector, Prometheus INT Exporter, and our INTCollector in
VM1; and send INT report to VM1 in different rates. INT
report has 1 flow with 6 hops in the path and total 9 INT fields
are activated. For IntMon collector, there is no data to send
to VM2, and Tcpreplay is replaced by a simulated network
data plane with INT function to generate INT reports [14].
For Prometheus INT Exporter, there is a gateway between
Prometheus INT exporter and Prometheus server. We put the
gateway in VM2.

In all cases, the CPU usage increases linearly with the
report packet rate. However, there are huge differences in
the CPU usage efficiency, which are shown in Fig. 10 in
log-scale. IntMon Collector has the worst performance, and
INTCollector outperforms the other two.

reports (Kpps) Report rate (pps) IntMon Collector Prometheus INT exporterINTCollector INTCollector (w/o event detection)

IntMon collector 0.1 625 7 25.19 11.19 0.625 625

Prometheus INT exporter 6.4 937.5 12 27.94 13.94 0.9375 937.5

INTCollector 154.8 33.29 19.29 1.25 1250

INTCollector (w/o event detection) 0.19 1562.5 16 38.21 24.21 1.5625 1562.5
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Fig. 10. CPU efficiency of IntMon Collector, Prometheus INT exporter,
INTCollector, and INTCollector w/o event detection

IntMon Collector has the lowest performance. It can process
only 0.1 Kpps (Kilo packets per second) of INT report rate
with additional 1% CPU usage (linear regression: C = 9.71×
R + 1.64, where C is CPU usage (%) and R is Report
rate (Kpps)). IntMon collector is implemented as an ONOS
application, thus has very high overhead because the packets
need to pass through ONOS before entering the collector.

Prometheus INT exporter has better throughput. It can
process 5.7 Kpps of INT report rate with additional 1% of
CPU (C = 0.175 × R + 22.9), which is 57 times faster than
IntMon collector. Prometheus INT exporter is implemented
in Java as a stand-alone application, separated from ONOS,
thus is faster than IntMon collector. Prometheus INT exporter
seems to have a high static CPU cost at about 20%.

INTCollector has the best throughput out of three. INTCol-
lector can process INT report at the rate of 154.8 Kpps with
additional 1% of CPU usage (C = 0.00646×R+0.082), which
is 27 times faster than Prometheus INT exporter. INTCollector
uses event detection which helps reduce CPU usage and
storage cost; and XDP which helps improve the processing
throughput of the fast path.

There are other implementations which also do packet-level
telemetry for network monitoring, but not INT-specific, such
as Everflow [4]. Everflow can process 4.8 Mpps with 16 cores
Intel Xeon CPU with 2.1 GHz speed (0.3 Mpps per core, but
the core utilization is unknown), which is several times lower
than INTCollector.

In term of storage cost, IntMon Collector does not store
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Fig. 11. INT characteristics affect CPU usage

historical data to any database. Prometheus INT exporter sends
INT metric values of all INT reports to a remote gateway,
so the number of metric values sent to the remote gateway
is similar to the Mall, which is calculated in Section V-B2.
However, Prometheus server only collects the latest data from
the gateway periodically, which reduces the amount of data
stored, at the cost of possibly losing network events. For
INTCollector, the number of metric values sent to database
is Mevent, which is calculated in Section V-B2.

2) INTCollector when enable and disable event detection:
We also measure the CPU usage of INTCollector when event
detection is disabled (Fig. 10) (which means the fast path
sends all INT data to the normal path and INT metric values
of all INT reports will be sent to the database). When event
detection is disabled, the CPU usage also increases linearly
with the input report rate, but INTCollector can only process
0.19 Kpps of report rate for 1% of CPU (C = 5.39×R+3.69),
which is more than 800 times slower than INTCollector with
event detection enabled. Without event detection, the overhead
of processing all INT reports in the normal path (which is
written in Python) becomes too high and massively reduce
the throughput of INTCollector.

D. Effect of INT characteristics to CPU usage

In general, when the INT report rate is fixed (1 Mpps in our
experiment), CPU usage increases gradually when the amount
of information in INT report increases (Fig. 11). In the first
test, we increase the number of hops. INT report has 100 flows
and all INT fields are activated. CPU usage increases with the
number of hops, gets up to 12.06% at 6 hops. In the second
test, we increase the number of metric values by increasing
the number of flows. INT report has 6 hops with only switch
ID is activated in INT. CPU usage increases when the number
of flows increases, gets up to 8.79% at 2000 flows. In the third
test, we change the INT fields that are activated. INT report
has 100 flows and 6 hops. CPU usage increases when the
number of activated INT fields increases, gets up to 12.59%
when all INT fields are activated. In the final test, we increase
the network event rate. INT report has 3 hops, 100 flows with
all 9 INT fields are activated. CPU usage increases with the
event rate, gets up to 15.04% with 1000 event/s.

E. Limitations

Our current implementation of INTCollector has several
limitations. Firstly, the maximum number of hops is six. In the

fast path, we need to use loop to parse INT data. However,
loops in XDP programs need to be un-rolled to ensure that
the code will be terminated. This results in increasing the
program size. XDP program size is limited, thus the number
of hops is limited. There are incoming patches to allow
loop [26]. Secondly, if some kind of events needs to be
detected and solved in strict real-time (e.g., loop detected),
INTCollector may have delay because INTCollector pushes
events to InfluxDB first, and then the SDN controller queries
the information from InfluxDB. One solution is to report these
events directly to the SDN controller.

VI. CONCLUSION

INT is a new network monitoring technique with many
advantages: real-time, end-to-end monitoring, packet level
granularity of information. However, the huge amount of
report packets from INT requires a high-performance collector
to process the reports.

In this paper, we presented the design and implementation
of INTCollector, a high-performance collector for In-band
Network Telemetry. We defined INT network metrics to rep-
resent network information. With these metrics, we proposed
a mechanism to filter network events from the huge amount
of INT report packets. The event detection mechanism helps
extract only important network information to store in the
database, thus reduces the CPU usage in both collector and
database, and reduces the storage cost. INTCollector is divided
into the fast path and the normal path. The fast path then is
accelerated by XDP for higher performance.

In data centers where 10G and 100G links are common, INT
report rate can be very high so that we may need a system
with multiple collectors. Because INTCollector instances can
work independently, INTCollector can be scaled by adding
new instances. Our future work is to develop an algorithm
to distribute INT reports to collector nodes depend on the
processing capability of each node. The application can be
implemented on top of an SDN controller, such as ONOS.
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